
Session Note & Billing Claim Guidance
The following topics are covered: 

Compliance Submission Cycle

Submission 
Procedures
•Handwritten Notes
•Electronic Notes
•Telehealth Sessions

Denials

Missed/Cancelled 
Notes & Make-Ups

Reasons for 
Rejection

What ‘To Do’ / NOT 
‘To Do’
•All Notes
•Electronic Notes
•Telehealth Notes

Correction Requests

Important - Training 
Videos/Materials



Compliance
We are moving forward with 0 tolerance for late billing, billing issues, and/or non-compliance with case documentation. 
Therapists with ongoing escalated issues will be removed from the case or their caseload immediately. 

By accepting cases from BF, you are agreeing to the following: 

All case documentation 
will remain current. 

As it relates to billing, all 
session claims are to 
follow the submission 

deadlines

Documentation 
submitted to the agency 

is to be complete, 
accurate & acceptable 

for processing.  

To prevent untimely billing, we are using 
PS's billing limit feature which will go into 
effect as of 1/31/2021. This will prevent 
anyone from entering claims older than 
30 days from the date of service. This 

limit will not be lifted under any 
circumstance. 

There are various procedures related to 
documentation for in-person vs telehealth 
sessions, handwritten vs electronic notes, 
and whether you are a DOH vs non-DOH 

and specifics related to what we 
accept/don’t accept. It is your 

responsibility to become familiar the 
procedures that apply to you

The following link is a supplemental chart 
to help consolidate some information 

related to procedures -
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hYz2mdi2
GOX1oSiA55q58l1tMNu3pE6I/view?usp=

sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hYz2mdi2GOX1oSiA55q58l1tMNu3pE6I/view?


Submission Cycle
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to limit persons in the 
office. To submit 
session notes, please 
continue to either mail 
or drop off it off into 
the white secured 
mailbox outside the 
Bergen St. entrance 
OR make an 
appointment with the 
billing department to 
for drop-off St
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Please be advised that 
the “turn-around” 
timeline between when 
you submit your 
notes, when we verify, 
and when we pay is 
very tight. Therefore, 
sessions 
entered/received after 
the stated deadlines 
will be considered late 
& processed with the 
following cycle with 
absolutely no 
exceptions. 



Submission Procedure - Handwritten Notes

IMPORTANT: As a courtesy, pre-filled notes with the child's name, your name, & IFSP goals will be sent to you 
approximately 2 weeks from the date that you were first assigned the case. This SHOULD NOT prevent you 
from starting your case. Use a blank session note while you wait for your pre-filled note. 

**OTAs must complete their notes fully electronically for the OT supervision process.***

Below is the procedure if you are choosing to do handwritten 
notes:

1.) Complete a 
session note. 

2.) Enter your data 
entry claim into 
Providersoft. 

3.) Complete a 
session note LOG 
(IF your case is 

telehealth).

4.) Submit your 
session notes to us 
based on our Billing 
Submission Cycle. 

Please note - you 
will need to send 

originals IF you are 
a non-DOH provider 
OR copies of your 

handwritten session 
notes IF you are a 

DOH provider



Submission Procedure - Electronic Notes

Below is the procedure if you are choosing to do fully electronic notes:

IMPORTANT: We have not yet been able to enter the child's goals into Providersoft for you to select. This 
SHOULD NOT prevent you from starting your case. Simply type the goals manually on your electronic 
note OR copy and paste the goals from the IFSP into the electronic note OR add the child's goals into 
Providersoft. 

**OTAs must complete their notes fully electronically for the OT supervision process***

1.) Complete a session 
note via the Providersoft 

system only

2.) Complete a session 
note LOG (IF your case 

is telehealth)



Submission Procedure - Telehealth Sessions

Whether you do handwritten session notes OR electronic notes, the telehealth session note log 
procedure remains the same as explained below. When using a session note log, you must:

- Complete a handwritten or electronic session note BUT session notes for telehealth sessions are NOT to be signed by the parent. Instead,
you are obtaining the parent's signature on the session note log.

- Fill out a session note log with the dates and times of the telehealth sessions you held. Send the session note log to the parent and
instruct them to review it and sign next to the dates and times you entered. Request the parent to send it back to you.

- Submit the log to us with your session notes as per our Billing Submission Cycle. Please note - Unlike session notes, we can accept
copies of session note logs no matter if you are a DOH or non-DOH provider.  Prior to submission, please ensure the dates and times on
your logs and notes match

Suggestions for obtaining the signed log from the parent include: 1. scan/send the log to the parent for them to print, sign & send back to 
you, 2. Drop the log in the parent’s mailbox, they retrieve it, sign it, and place it back in mailbox, then you obtain it from mailbox, 3. Use a 
digital program such as Adobe DC or Docusign to obtain the parent’s signature electronically - however, be sure to tell the parents that they 
must use their finger or stylus to sign (signature stamps and/or scripted fonts are NOT acceptable)



Denials

Therapists cannot see 
more than one child at 

the same time. Two 
therapists cannot see 
the same child at the 

same time. This type of 
billing activity will 

cause a denial in the 
NYS DOH EI billing 
system even if the 
time overlaps by a 

minute.

The Department of 
Health considers a 

denial as a "red flag" for 
fraudulent activity. 

Denials are an 
escalated matter and 

may result in an 
investigation. 

Denials must be 
avoided by ensuring 

that you bill for the time 
of your actual session, 
by communicating your 

schedule to all the 
therapists on the child's 
team, by triple checking 
the date & time of your 
notes, & by informing 

the parent of the 
importance of keeping a 

set schedule

Providers with more 
than 2 denials within 

any 6 months period will 
be subject to case 

removal. If you 
received a denial 
notice, be sure to 
follow up with our 
billing department 

immediately.



Missed/Cancelled Notes & Make - Ups
A session does not need to be considered missed/cancelled if you end up seeing the child on a different day within the same week. 
For example, if you have a 2x30 with a set schedule of Mondays & Wednesdays but the mom cancels Wednesday's session, you 

still have the opportunity to fulfill the child’s mandate within that week if you end up seeing the baby on Thursday, Friday, or
Saturday. If you do not see the child by the end of the week (Saturday), then the Wednesday session is officially considered a 

missed/cancelled session.

A cancelled/missed session note is needed whenever the child’s mandate is not fulfilled within the work week 
(Sunday to Saturday). For example, if the child’s mandate is 10x60 but you only are able to see the child 6 hours 

that week, a missed/cancelled note is needed for the other remaining 4 hours

As per new guidance, we need a cancelled note for each missed session. For example, if you are  
supposed to see a child for 4 hours a day and the day's sessions were cancelled, we need 4 

separate cancelled notes

Session notes must include WHO cancelled and the REASON for the 
cancellation

• IMPORTANT : obtaining a parent's signature
on a cancelled note is seen as fraud to the

auditors. Never capture the parent’s signature 
on a cancelled note. 



Missed/Cancelled Notes & Make - Ups
Related to make-ups, they can only be done in the following way: 

Click this link for the missed/make-up policy directly from Early Intervention -
https://drive.google.com/ file/d/1hIWU5Y2ALc1ZqQ7rbQCQD2vq61ezKaF5/view?usp=sharing

The regular 
mandate must be 
done first prior to 
considering the 

other sessions as 
make-ups

The additional 
make-up sessions 
be must be held 
on different days 
than the regular 

sessions 

The make-ups 
cannot be 

combined in any 
way such as with 
a regular session 

or with other 
make-ups

They must be 
done within 14 

days of the 
missed session 

Each auth 
typically only has 
6 make-ups per 
IFSP period. Be 
sure to not go 

beyond the 
allowable amount 
shown on the auth

For these 
reasons, EI makes 

it very difficult to 
make-up 

sessions. Please 
consider all the 

info, otherwise, it 
may be a billing 

violation. 

A “missed” 
session must be 
submitted prior to 

submitting a 
make-up 

sessions. Make-
ups are invalid 
unless they are 

linked to a missed 
session. 

https://drive.google.com/%20file/d/1hIWU5Y2ALc1ZqQ7rbQCQD2vq61ezKaF5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/ file/d/1hIWU5Y2ALc1ZqQ7rbQCQD2vq61ezKaF5/view?usp=sharing


Reasons for Rejection
• Starting 1/1/2020, no double sided (2 notes 

per page) session notes will be processed for 
payment. All notes must be single (1 note per 
page) session notes to be processed.  

• Notes/logs will be rejected if written in 
erasable pen, marker, red ink, or any other 
ink color besides blue or black

• Notes are to look professional – keep them 
neat, clean, and use either blue OR black ink 
for the entire note 

• Notes/logs will be rejected if there is any use 
of white out

• Notes/logs will be rejected if there are 
scribble/multiple lines/messy lines to cross out 
errors

• Notes/logs will be rejected if there are multiple 
errors to date/time - changes to date and/or 
time can be viewed as fraud by an auditor

• Notes/logs will be rejected if they are copies (if 
you are NOT a DOH), or your signature/parent 
signature is copied

• Notes will be rejected if they are repetitive. 
Each note should have unique information 



What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - All Notes

• parents need to sign their full name clearly and 
consistently

• we cannot accept notes/logs with parent’s initials - it  
must be their full name

• parents must sign their name - they cannot write their 
name in printed letters

IMPORTANT - Please note 
that auditors compare 

signatures on session notes 
for authenticity.  With that 
said, when signing your 

notes/logs, please ensure 
parents are doing the 

following:

• When in doubt, please **always** reach out with 
questions PRIOR to entering or submitting your 
billing/session notes  (questions can always go to: 
brightfutureforthechildren@gmail.com & you will be 
directed to the correct personnel for assistance). 

As it relates to your signature 
- please also be sure that you 

are always creating an 
individually unique signature 
each time. In other words, 
you cannot sign your name 
on a blank note and make 

copies of it to reuse. 

mailto:brightfutureforthechildren@gmail.com


What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - All Notes
Session notes cannot be half handwritten & half electronic 
(you must choose one or the other). In other words:
• if you choose to do handwritten notes, they must follow the samples 
provided. You cannot type your responses and you cannot use a program 
to obtain an electronic signatures

• if you choose to do electronic notes, they must be done completely inside 
the Providersoft system. The only system you can use is Providersoft. In 
addition, the signatures must be obtained via Providersoft and posted to 
the agency via Providersoft. You cannot type up an electronic note, and 
then print it out to obtain handwritten signatures

On each session note, there are 4 fields 
where you enter the date. All 4 date 
fields must MATCH. If you are doing 
electronic notes, triple check them to 

ensure all the date fields show the same 
date

ICD-10 codes must be selected 
correctly in Providersoft & entered 

correctly on your session note. The ICD-
10 code for your discipline is 

conveniently located for you within the 
case assignment email sent to you 
when you first accepted your case

all session notes (telehealth/in-person) 
must include the "Relation to Child" 

specifying whoever signed the notes/log 
(mom, dad, grandma, aunt, etc). 

‘Relation to child’ CANNOT be ‘Parent’ 
or ‘caregiver’ as this response is 

nonspecific. You must specify 
mom/dad/grandmother/aunt, etc.



What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - All Notes

Always make sure child’s 
name is spelled correctly by 

looking at the child’s 
service authorization 

The location should either 
be written as: home, 

daycare, or community. 
Never specify an exact 
address (“110 Maple 

Street”), a specific family 
member’s house 

(“Grandma’s house”) or 
specific community setting 

(“Zoo”) 

if a teacher/daycare 
provider signs your note, 

then the location of the note 
should be "Daycare" (NOT 
"Home"). If the session is 
held at the daycare, be 

sure to answer the question 
on how you communicated 
with the parent about what 

occurred during the session 

Do not leave “Additional 
information’ box blank. 

Either write how the child 
felt (tired, restless, etc), 

parent feedback, or in the 
very least, write “N/A” 

Make sure all boxes are 
checked off. Do not forget 
to check off the “Session 

Participants” 

When fixing a mistake, do 
not scribble over the 

mistake or write over the 
mistake. Instead, draw 
ONE line through the 

mistake, write the 
correction nearby and put 
your initials and date next 
to the error. This must be 
done for each and every 

mistake on the note 

For ABA cases, make sure 
the service type field is 

written exactly as “SI/ABA” 
and not just “ABA” 

Use a checkmark for the 
boxes. Do not block out the 
entire checkbox or scribble 

inside the boxes 



What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - All Notes
If you are a teacher, write “Certified” under your signature. If you are licensed, write your license number 

ALWAYS review your prefilled note to ensure information matches child’s documentation

Since prefilled notes are a courtesy only, it is your responsibility to review and revise any mistakes found 

For ABA cases, be sure to write a separate note for each hour

Session note times cannot overlap not even by a minute. For ABA sessions, the 2nd note should start one minute 
after the 1st note (example: 1st note - 10am to 11am then 2nd note - 11:01am to 12:01pm

if you choose to do handwritten notes, they must follow the samples provided. You cannot type your responses and 
you cannot use a program to obtain an electronic signatures

Sample of What 'To Do' - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nQsJuVPepm8CipIMuvyUZ_xIgvi7yH05/view?usp=sharing  
Sample What 'NOT To Do' - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DnB0_Smu_AnztEyvLPjY7HWB3LxCy_Cp/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nQsJuVPepm8CipIMuvyUZ_xIgvi7yH05/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DnB0_Smu_AnztEyvLPjY7HWB3LxCy_Cp/view?usp=sharing


What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - Electronic

Always look at the font 
size of your typed 

responses. If the IFSP 
goals or response to 
any of questions are 

too small, please 
delete some of the 

contents. When 
contents are removed, 

the note will 
automatically reformat 
with a bigger font size

You do not need to 
mail electronic notes to 
the office since we are 

able to print them 
directly from 

Providersoft (UNLESS 
we are asking you to 
make a correction)

if you opt to do 
electronic notes, the 
notes must be done 

fully inside the 
Providersoft system. 

This means that all the 
info is to be typed in 

Providersoft, the 
signatures must be 

obtained using 
Providersoft, and the 
billing claim must be 

submitted electronically 
(you can NOT print out 

the draft of the 
electronic note & 
submit - it will be 

rejected)

To reiterate, no other 
program can be used 
to do electronic notes 
besides Providersoft

you should ALWAYS 
keep blank paper 

session notes as a 
back-up in case you 
have any tech issues 
preventing you from 

obtaining the parent's 
signature at the end of 
the in-person session

In addition to the above, here is more info specific to Electronic Session Notes:



What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - Telehealth
In addition to the above, here is more info specific to Telehealth Session Notes/Logs:

Do not submit logs without session notes and do not submit session notes without logs. 
Session notes and logs must be sent together AND the logs must match with the session 

notes which must ALSO match what is entered in Providersoft

the location on the session note is always "Home"

in the Additional Information box on the session note, the following statement must include 
the following: "This session was conducted via telehealth due to the COVID state of 

emergency"

Since you are obtaining the parent's signature on a log, you do not need to write anything on 
the session note parent's signature field. In other words, the parent's signature field should 

remain completely blank



What ‘To Do’ / NOT ‘To Do’ - Telehealth

easy to open (PDF), easy to read (clear/no 
dark copy), no background visuals (no 
body parts or other documents shown in 
the background of the log)

any errors or cross outs must be initialed and 
dated

logs CAN be copies and should be uploaded 
to the "Documents" tab in Providersoft (NOT 
emailed)

do NOT let parents sign blank logs. The logs 
are to be filled out by you with the session 
date and time and the parent is to sign next 
to each date (Parents should NOT be signing 
next to blank information)

Logs must be:
Session logs should only include dates for one billing cycle. 
…For example, your log should only include sessions from the 
1st and the 15th for the first half of the month submission. A 
separate log should be submitted with dates that are from the 
16th to the 31st. In other words, do NOT reuse the same log 
across billing cycles

when doing ABA cases, each hour should be on a separate line 
with a separate parent signature. In other words, you cannot 
include two separate hours on one line.

at this time, we are accepting electronic signatures of logs (such 
as if you were to use Docusign or Adobe DC) HOWEVER, the 
signatures MUST be uniquely written with a stylus or finger (in 
other words, do NOT let the parent use a signature stamp or a 
scripted font - this will not be accepted)

logs MUST match with your session note AND with the data 
shown in Providersoft. In other words, always be sure that the 
date and time written on your log matches the date and time 
shown on your other documentation



Correction Requests

The earlier you submit, the faster we can review and notify you about any corrections to be fixed within the 
grace period. If you submit on the last day of the grace period & corrections are identified, those notes will be 
processed in the next cycle as no time was left to allow for the correction procedure . 

If your data is shown as unverified, it is because we either do not have your notes/log for review or you have 
a correction request pending. 

If you receive a correction request email from one of our billers, please make an appointment with them 
immediately to rectify. This must be done by appointment only, therefore, please reach out to our billers to 
schedule 

Our address is 119 Schenectady Ave 3rd Flr, BK, NY 11213, however, our entrance is on Bergen St, 
therefore it is best to use this address for your GPS: 1516 Bergen St. 3rd Fl, BK, NY 11213. If the door is 
locked, please ring the doorbell and one of our staff will open up for you 



Correction Requests

To Fix Handwritten 
Notes

If you are a non-DOH provider, 
you will need to visit the office 
to make the correction OR you 
can re-write the entire session 

note and mail/drop off the 
corrected note to us. Under no 

circumstances will original 
session notes be mailed back

If you are a DOH provider, you 
will need to fix the error on 

your original note, and 
resubmit the copy of it to us 

via Providersoft’s “Documents” 
tab

To Fix Electronic 
Notes

If you are a non-DOH provider, 
you can visit the office to make 

the correction OR you can 
print out your electronic note, 

handwrite your corrections and 
mail/drop off the note to us

If you are a DOH provider, you 
can print out your electronic 

note, handwrite your 
corrections and resubmit the 

copy of it to us via 
Providersoft’s “Documents” tab

To Fix Session Note 
Logs (for both DOH 

and non-DOH 
providers):

Handwrite the corrections on 
your session note log and 

resubmit the copy of it to us 
via Providersoft’s “Documents” 

tab

If your note is 
shown as “Pending” 

(Unverified), it is 
either because:

We do not have your note (or 
copy if you are a DOH) or we 

do not have your log

You need to make corrections 

Both handwritten session notes and electronic notes are processed by our Billing Department. They check your session notes/logs 
for completeness, accuracy, and also compare everything to ensure the billing information matches. 

*Triple check your notes prior to submitting them to us to reduce correction requests*



Important - Training Videos/Materials
Providersoft Log-In 
• Your email is your username. If you forgot your password, 

please click the “Reset Password” button & follow the 
directions. If you are still having issues, reach out to

• hrdept.brightfuture@gmail.com  for assistance.

https://web2.providersoftllc.com/BrightFuture/TherapistsLogin/TherapistLoginScreen.aspx
mailto:hrdept.brightfuture@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11LEGZwllK35vPtDW-Px-YryTnhyw2JY4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B4e4JwmLty3k1UcfEcIWSX-nctz2oj91/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mUcqUVm_wUddnYcCWxO3BioHkVPirLHF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gs9mUPPBJhG8pWXzC8y-Wp_Cq11oE-Ua/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CwKN0o9ZWeRJPsW0uuGX3VdCLpaFiICa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y9YK7Xq7HFsxkhDRfkrMNwRNJwQEuhIo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iZYWGXJJrCDSnEokSHNqF2qwHq32jvm2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GA-5ox_OkQRLHhuM2uH5txIJFRKbt9J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SL8zwRZAEBo76KFhu9urepZk76Rgcw5N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W1GypA0YjjWyAO61qZA2ZSNcbAAhGv-O/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zM6LdjtzSlaxWpQD_unmMRTWRUNAMZqg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcuzwI0RtK5ZUfw98PdMnJ9L6U-LbBTK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o5nl-dK3l5saO7utgJMaGHenz9_THYIY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11LEGZwllK35vPtDW-Px-YryTnhyw2JY4/view?usp=sharing
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